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Introduction - Sew you want to learn to Quilt
Many people want to learn how to quilt but really don’t know where to start. With that said, I
I hope to provide a beginners guide just for YOU!
Quilting is a sort of therapy for many. It can be relaxing and fun especially if you are a part of
a group of quilters. I would suggest if you are just starting out to go to your local sewing
machine store and check out if they offer any classes. Often for a fee you can register in a
class. Also, most of these types of stores offer free classes if you buy a sewing machine from
them. Another place to start is a craft store that sells fabric. They usually have a day devoted
to quilting where you can share your projects in the form of a “show and tell”. Get their
schedule and mark your calendar! Often they will have great project ideas and if you are
friendly, you might meet a new friend. If he/or she is an experienced quilter don’t be afraid
to ask questions. Quilters are a unique breed of very friendly, helpful people!
Another resource for learning is the internet. YouTube is a great way to learn about quilting
and there are many “How To” videos available. I will list my favorite tutorial videos at the
end of this document for your convenience.
Getting back to quilting… Creating something special out of fabric can be very rewarding.
The process of building your creation block-by-block creates instant gratification. That in
itself is a bonus but, coupled with choosing your colors and design is sew satisfying! Once
you get started you will find the whole process a bit addicting!

Chapter One - Quilt making 1,2,3
What is the definition of a quilt?
Basically, a quilt is like a sandwich. It consists of a top, (which is usually pieced in units
called blocks or sections that are appliquéd), a batting in the middle, (this is a layer of
substance that provides the warmth), and a backing, (can be made of one piece of fabric or
many).

What is the first step to make a quilt?
First, you need a plan or a pattern and of course the fabric. I would choose something simple
like a baby blanket, a table runner, or a wall hanging. That way the time to create it will be
quick and you will be encouraged by completing your project. Quilt tops are made up of units
called blocks. These blocks or units are sometimes combined with fabric between them called
sashing. Once the blocks or units are sewn together with the sashing a border is generally
added to frame the quilt.

What is the second step to make a quilt?
Upon completion of the quilt top, you are now ready to add your batting and backing to
prepare it for quilting. However, first you must decide if you are going to quilt it yourself or
have a long-arm professional quilt it for you. If you decide to have a long-arm professional
quilt it for you, ask he/she what they require in the way of extra batting and backing or if
they have a hand-out on how to prepare your quilt for the long-armer. Usually they will
provide the batting (for a fee) so all you will need is to know how much larger the backing
needs to be. Generally, 5 inches extra all the way around is sufficient. If your quilt measures
36 X 48 you’ll need the backing piece to be 46 X 58. You won’t have to do anything else but
choose the pattern to be quilted!
But, should you decide to quilt it; you will need to have at least 3 inches larger all the way
around your quilt top for the backing and batting. You will need to baste or use large safety
pins to secure the three layers together in this order; first, the quilt backing is placed wrong
side up, then the batting, and lastly the quilt top facing up centered in the middle leaving 2-3
inches all the way around. First time quilting usually is done by hand or by stitching in the
ditch. This is stitching the three layers on the sewing machine in the ditch.The ditch can be
sewn by following your pattern of the block where your seams meet. Having a plan of where
you will be stitching is good before you begin so you won’t get lost in the process.

What is the third step to make a quilt?
Why quilting it of course! The quilt sandwich can be tied, hand quilted, stitched-in-the-ditch,
or done by a long-arm professional. After the quilting is completed, the outside raw edges are
trimmed flush and bound. Then a label is usually added to the back for an added message
from the maker to the recipient.

Chapter Two - Tools and Supplies
Basic Necessities

A sewing machine would be nice if you can afford one, but for many generations all you
really needed to quilt is a needle, thread, scissors, thimble, good lighting and fabric. Today
where everyone is time conscience a sewing machine would be considered a vital piece of
equipment, a basic necessity. Sew, we’ll start with a sewing machine.

Sewing Machine

A sewing machine doesn’t need to be fancy for quilting. All you need is a machine with a
good straight stitch that can be adjusted from a basting stitch down to a tight 2.5 mm stitch
for piecing and a zigzag stitch. There are a few sewing machine feet that I feel are necessities
because they will enhance your quilting experience! If you are purchasing a machine ask for
a basic quilting machine and if these feet are included with your machine, if not they can be
bought separately provided the machine is capable of using them.
A 1/4-inch foot is designed to make all your seams a consistent 1/4 inch. It has a
flat section built into the foot on the right side to position your fabric securely against
making it easy to make consistent 1/4 inch seams (provided your needle is positioned
correctly). I suggest you measure the distance of your seam to ensure it is a true 1/4
inch before starting. Also, if you change sewing machines because they can vary in
measurement. Check you're sewing machine manual to see how to adjust your needle
to various positions from the right to the left. I have instructed many a client that
didn’t know their needle can move.
A Darning foot for free-motion quilting.
A Stitch in the Ditch foot is similar in appearance to the 1/4 inch foot but the
separation is in the center. Your machine must be able to have the needle move from
the right to the left in small increments for this to be an effective tool.
A Walking foot to handle the thick layers without stressing. This foot provides a
second set of feed dogs so it will feed the thick layers evenly and easily.
A ZigZag foot for machine appliqué.
The only other requirement I like to have on my sewing machine is good lighting. There are
many after market add-on led lighting kits available if your machine only has adequate
lighting and you would like to upgrade.
Needles

I usually have what came with my machine and extra needles for specific purpose. Needles
have numbers on them used for sizing. Sewing machine needles are numbered, larger
numbers signify larger needles. Size 80/12 is the size usually recommended for piecing,
machine appliqué and quilting. Interestingly hand-sewing needles are sized the opposite of
machine needles so the smaller and finer the needle eye and shaft are the larger the number
of the needle.
When hand-sewing it is easier to use a smaller, thinner needle. There are three main types of
needles used for hand work quilting: basting needles are for attaching layers of fabric
together, sharps or appliqué for hand sewing appliqué or binding, and betweens for
actual hand quilting.

Thread

Where to begin? I like to use a high quality cotton thread for piecing. Unlike garment sewing,
a neutral thread blends with the many colors of a quilt. A good rule of thumb for both
machine and hand-quilting is to choose a thread in a typical 50-weight that is polyester,
cotton or a blend of the two. Decorative threads such as metallic thread, monofilament
(transparent ), or variegated thread should strictly be used for adorning and embellishment
as they can be more difficult to work with and aren't designed to piece fabric together. If you
are hand-quilting look for thread that has “hand-quilting” on the label and know that this
heavy, more polished thread will not work in a machine.
Safety Pins

Size 1 or 2 safety pins work the best for basting quilt layers together and can be a time saver
over machine or hand basting.
Seam Rippers

Look for a seam ripper with a fine, sharp point that has an ergonomically pleasing handle.
Many quilters choose seam rippers with thick shafts and rounded rubberized butts to add to
the comfort factor when “Un-sewing” becomes necessary. The rubberized end aids in pulling
out stitches by rubbing the end over the loose stitches. I like to use a lint remover after those
stitches are free to clean up a little.
Scissors

Smaller size scissors are used to snip threads at the sewing machine as well as cutting
appliqué shapes and other adornments. Larger size scissors are used for cutting batting and
fabric. It is important to keep scissors sharp!
Straight Pins

Quilting pins are long and thin, but many types of pins can work. As pins get bent or dull
they should be discarded and replaced.
Ironing Tools

An iron and ironing board or surface are essential to make sure your quilt unit or block is
flat. Some quilters have a mini iron surface and iron that is set up next to where they are
piecing for convenience. Make sure the ironing surface is clean and free of build-up of any
kind so the quilt fabric doesn't become soiled, damaged or stained.
Lighting

Lighting is key for fabric crafting of any kind. It needs to be adequate for cutting and sewing,
but also for matching tones and choosing color palettes. Fluorescent lighting used with a
daylight bulb will give you the truest representation of fabric colors. Bright white light is

great for overall ambient lighting. Task lighting, such as lamps or machine lighting can also
be invaluable.
Rotary Cutters

Similar to a pizza cutter, rotary fabric cutters have a handle and a razor blade that rolls
across cutting the fabric as it is pressed against a mat. Larger sized cutters can be used for
cutting multiple layers of fabric and smaller sized cutters are great for fine cutting more
intricate curves or appliqué pieces. Find a cutter with a comfortable handle, good safety
features (automatic blade retraction, blade guard) and keep the blade sharp. The blades can
be swapped out as needed but should be disposed of safely.
Mats

Most cutting mats are self healing, which helps keep your rotary cutters sharp and usually
have measurement grids printed on them to make cutting fabric easier. They should be
stored flat and away from heat or sun so they don’t warp.
Acrylic Measuring Tools

Made of clear acrylic and printed with angle marks and measuring lines these rulers are
designed to help guide your rotary blade across the fabric for cutting. There are seemingly
endless options here, many specialized rulers for different projects. All acrylic tools are not
created equally. Studio 180 is a great brand because of its precise measurements and
durability. Many Studio 180 rulers are available in the products area on this site.

Chapter Three - Basic Skills
The desire to learn and be creative.

Chapter Four - Terms
As a new quilter it would be helpful to understand the terms of the trade. You will hear many
words that seem unnatural particularly when it comes to describing pre-cut fabrics. Pre-cut
fabrics save you an enormous amount of time because they are already cut for you. Usually
they cost more than buying the fabric by the 1/4 yard or yard! Some are pinked (meaning

they were cut zig-zagged with a pinking device or shears), and some are straight cut. I prefer
straight cut because they are easier to get a true 1/4 inch seam. Otherwise you will have a fat
1/4 inch seam (a little larger seam) and could potentially affect the overall size of your unit if
you are mixing your fabrics between pinked and not.
I will attempt to describe the sizes and names of pre-cuts but understand the terms do not
seem to be universal. When I first was exposed to these terms I thought it odd that baking
terms were used to describe various sizes of fabrics; but now, I look at a pattern and call it
my recipe!

Name

Size

Amount in Bundle

Fat Quarter

18” X 21-22”

Varies

Fat Eights

9” X 21-22”

Varies

Layer Cakes, Patty Cakes, Stack
Packs, Stackers, Sundae, Bali
Crackers, Ten Squares

10” X 10”

40-42

Charms, Charm Squares, Single
Scoops, Bali Snaps

5” X 5”

40-42

Turnovers, (half-square triangles)

6”, 10”

80

Jelly Rolls, Strip Packs, Pixie
Strips, Double Scoops, Design
Rolls, Roll Ups, Bali Pops, Stone
Strips

2.5” X width of fabric (WOF)

30-42

Honey Buns, Skinny Strips

1.5” X WOF

40-41

Jolly Bars

5" X 10”

42

Fabric
Most fabric used for quilting is 100% cotton and comes in widths of 40-42 inches. Quilt backing is
usually 108” wide. Quality of quilt fabric varies as well. There is craft quality and quilting quality. I
like to compare quilting fabrics to sheets. The higher the number on Egyptian Cotton sheets the
tighter the weave and stronger the sheet the longer it lasts. When I purchase fabric I like to buy the
best I can afford so that my quilt will not only be beautiful but stand up over the test of time! It is
important to purchase high quality fabric for the back of the quilt as well as the front. After so many
hours spent creating a lovely quilt top, it is not wise to choose bargain bin fabric for the backing. Also,
gentle treatment during washing and taking care not to overdry the quilt can also help prevent any
future bearding issues with the quilt.

To Pre-wash or Not to Pre-wash that is the Question?
This is a controversial subject. If you choose to pre-shrink your fabric, pre-wash all of it. By
washing you have removed any chemicals from dyeing and/or sizing from the finishing
process. By washing you have pre-shrunk the fabric. By washing you have tested for bleeding
fabrics. These are good reasons. However, now that it is washed you will have to press it flat
so the cutting process is not distorted or wrinkles are pieced into the separate sections of the
units or blocks. It is time consuming and I would rather wash my quilt upon completion.
I prefer not to wash my fabrics. I like the crispness of the fabric before it has been washed
and in some ways I believe it helps with the piecing process to be less wrinkled and more
precise. It is easier to iron your seams. By not washing until after the quilt is complete, all
will shrink at the same rate.

Batting 101
Batting is the meat of the quilt if you are comparing it to a quilt sandwich. It is the center
that provides warmth and loft to your quilt. Loft is the puffiness in the quilt after it is quilted.
A long-arm professional usually can answer any questions you might have about batting. But
if you are on your own… here are some tips and questions you should ask yourself.
Fiber Content – Do I want natural or synthetic fibers?
Loft – Do I want the quilt to be flat or puffy?
Drape – Do I need structure for a wall hanging or soft drape for a garment?
Resilience – Does this batting show creases or spring back to its original shape
quickly?
Washability – Will the quilt be used as a wall decoration or a much loved and washed
bed quilt?
Shrinkage – Do I prefer a flat contemporary look or a slightly puckered vintage
appearance?
Ease of needling – Will I be hand or machine quilting?
Other factors to consider include the desired warmth, weight and color of the batting.
What type of batting do I need or want? A natural fiber, a synthetic, or a blend?

There are so many choices these days. Some people are real purists about organic fibers.
Cotton and wool used to be the most popular options, but now there is bamboo, soy, and

flax/linen. In synthetics, rayon and polyester are it! Then there are blends. Blends are nice
where you want to combine properties of different fibers, for example, cotton drapes well
and lies flat, but polyester wears better and is stronger and provides more loft. Wool batting
provides superb insulation, it breathes, allowing excess heat to disperse away from the body.
One real benefit of wool is that it gives warmth without adding extra weight. Wool can
absorb up to 30% of its own weight in moisture without feeling damp. The tiny fibers trap air
which creates insulation. In addition, wool batts are naturally mildew resistant and resistant
to moth damage when quilted with cotton fabrics. Wool can be quilted up to 4” apart and has
excellent loft retention. I use Hobbs Heirloom® Wool batting and it is lightly resin bonded
to provide stability and retard fiber migration and bearding. It quilts like butter and provides
a bit more loft. Polyester battings have their uses too. If I’m making bibs or aprons and know
they will be laundered a fair amount I will use poly batting. I never use poly batting in baby
blankets. Rayon batting is fire retarded so many use it in baby blankets. Cotton will give your
projects the traditional flat look of antique quilts without the need for excessive quilting.
Cotton is a breathable fiber that provides warmth and comfort. Cotton is easy to quilt by
hand or machine and drapes beautifully. Cotton batting can be quilted as close as ¼” and as
far apart as 4”. Close quilting will be very flat, while more space between the quilting lines
will yield a slightly higher loft.
What is the dominant color in my quilt?

If it is white than definitely a pure white batting would compliment and make the white look
bright! So, I would choose a bleached white Hobbs Heirloom 80/20 batting. If the dominant
color in the quilt is dark or black, a black batting may be your best option. Before I knew
anything about batting and quilting I took a king-sized quilt top to a professional and when it
came back to me I washed it. I found the long-armer used white batting on my brown and
blue quilt (predominantly brown). She must not have put a new needle in her long-arm
before quilting it and after drying my brand new quilt, I had bearding on the top. Bearding is
where the fibers from the batting poke through the weave on the top fabric. Needless to say, I
was very annoyed and upset with the outcome. With all that said, I would have chosen a
black Hobbs Heirloom 80/20 batting and put a new needle in to avoid this dilemma.
What about cost?

Synthetic is going to be the least expensive option, followed by blends. The natural fibers
tend to be the most expensive, with wool at the top of the list.
How will I quilt my quilt? Are you quilting by hand or by machine? Will you quilt
more densely or more loosely?

Polyester & wool batts are easiest for hand-quilting, but you can only quilt them about 4″
apart. If you want to quilt further apart, choosing a batting with a scrim binder would be
best. “Scrim binder” is a very, very thin layer of polyester that is needle-punched into the
fibers & helps to hold them together. A 100% natural cotton usually allows quilting up to 4″

apart; that same batting with a scrim binder can be quilted 8-10″ apart; it makes a huge
difference to know what to use!
Is shrinkage a concern?

I do not pre-wash my fabric or batting. I wash them after they are quilted and bound. I
rather like the look of the stitching after it shrinks a little. I prefer a medium density in my
quilts. Using the 80/20 batting my quilts generally have a maximum shrinkage of about 3
percent. Most battings will shrink up to 5% , so keeping this in mind will help you choose the
right batting for the right project.
How will the quilt be used?

How the quilt will be used has a definite bearing on what batting to use. My default batting is
Hobbs Heirloom 80/20 cotton/poly blend with scrim. I consider it an “all-purpose” batting
for machine quilting and is fairly inexpensive. I buy my batting on large 30 yard rolls.
Many quilters use rayon for baby quilts. Pellon makes a 100% rayon batt. Its flame retardant,
non-toxic, and non-combustible. For wall hangings or other “show” quilts, I like to use wool
because of the way it drapes & helps define the stitching. If you are gifting a bed quilt
though, never use wool unless you know for sure the recipient is not allergic to it.
I would recommend that you keep a notebook on which battings you’ve tried and make your
comments in it for your future reference. (I actually take pictures of each quilt I make and
each client quilt I’ve long-armed with notes.) That way you will know the shrinkage and
specs on them. Over time you will have a personal favorite.
Should I prewash my batting?

Since I use Hobbs products, they do not recommend pre-washing the battings. They are
designed to be used directly from the package or roll. But if pre-washing is desired, the
batting should be soaked in the bathtub, not a machine washer as the spin on the new
washers have been known to damage batting as well. Be sure to handle gently to prevent
tearing while wet.
How do I remove any creases or wrinkles caused by packaging in the batting?

Place the batting in the drier for 5 to 10 minutes with a damp washcloth to remove creases or
wrinkles.
How do I wash my quilt?

All quilts, old or new, should be washed with care. I recommended to wash by hand or in a
washer on the gentle cycle using cool water. Being especially cautious with front loading
washers because the intense spin cycle on these machines can be very hard on quilts. Drying
should be done on the very lowest heat setting or on air dry. If no shrinkage is desired,
laying the quilt out to air dry is recommended. Extreme heat and agitation should be

avoided for any quilt, but particularly for quilts with silk and wool battings. Over drying is
detrimental to the long term strength and colorfastness of any quilt and should be avoided.
If washing a ‘vintage’ quilt; they require a more delicate process of gently soaking in a
bathtub of cool water on top of a large sheet. Fill the tub, soak, and drain the water. Repeat
until the water runs clear. Allow the final rinse water to drain away and use the sheet to carry
the wet quilt to be laid out to air dry on a flat surface. The sheet helps to safeguard the quilt
during transport. Without it the weight of the wet quilt can cause thread breakage or tearing
of fragile fabrics.
Colorfastness - Stop the bleed!

What is color fastness? Color fastness is a term used in the dyeing of textile materials,
meaning resistance of the material's color to fading or running. Quilters are aware of
this term to avoid color bleed-over.

How to test for color fastness

Wet one corner of the garment or fabric item. Leave it for a few minutes.
Rest it over the laundry sink while you wait. Get a white cloth or white washcloth.
Press the wet part of the garment onto the white cloth. If any color comes off onto the
white cloth, you know that the item is not colorfast and will run in the wash onto your
lighter colors of the quilt. To set the colors in the quilt I suggest a product called
‘Retayne’. Basically ‘Retayne’ is a color fixative for commercially dyed cotton fabrics.
For the best results I suggest reading over the manufacturer’s instructions. This
product uses 1 teaspoon of ‘Retayne’ per yard of fabric in 140 degree hot water
soaking for 20 minutes best results.
An alternative is to use distilled (white) vinegar. When added to a load of laundry,
vinegar prevents color bleeding and fading. One cup of vinegar is sufficient for a
medium or large load. The best vinegar for this application is distilled (white) vinegar
because it is colorless. Textile dyes that are prone to bleeding and fading are called
unstable dyes. During washing, these dyes release pigmented mineral compounds.
Vinegar absorbs and neutralizes these minerals.
White vinegar has other important domestic uses. It kills bacteria and is safe for use
around children and pets. Vinegar will set your colors. But hereafter washing should
be done in cool water and drying on low or laid flat and air-dried avoiding direct sun
contact.Another product that is used in the dryer is made by the Johnson company
‘Shout Color Catcher’. This product absorbs and traps loose dyes onto the dryer sheet.

In Conclusion
My hope in writing this short article on quilting was to familiarize you, the new
quilter, with some of the terms and necessary tools of the trade you would need to
begin your creative quilting journey.
I welcome your comments and questions. I can be reached by email at
info@quilterbee.com and I will answer any correspondence as promptly as possible.
Bee Happy! And… blessed are the piece-makers!
Debbie Frassetto
info@quilterbee.com

Favorite Tutorial Videos
YouTube has amazing instructors for learning new techniques. Here are some of my favorite
people teaching at their best!

How to bind a quilt on your sewing machine by Jenny Doan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GVA05MxXTU

How to bind using the binding ruler by Jenny Doan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex2PajesRvU

Rulers by Studio 180 with Deb Tucker
https://www.studio180design.net/videos/

